Abstract-Capacity estimation in code division multiple access (CDMA) systems is an important issue which is closely related to power control. Strength-based power control has been assumed in most analyses in which other cell interference was considered as a known and fixed variable. However, in signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)-based power-control systems, power control and other cell interference are closely related to each other and capacity can be obtained by considering this relationship. This study derives the reverse-link capacity of an SIR-based power-controlled multicode CDMA system supporting heterogeneous CBR and ON-OFF traffic in a multiple cell environment. Mean and variance statistics of total other cell interference, and the effects of traffic and propagation parameters on system capacity are investigated.
effects of power control errors. Kim and Sung [8] considered a signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)-based power-controlled system and investigated the effects of the activity factor, the required , the maximum received power, and propagation parameters on system capacity. The capacities of systems supporting voice and data traffic or heterogeneous constant bit rate (CBR) traffic were obtained in [3] , [9] [10] [11] [12] . Lee and Sung [13] evaluated the capacity of DS-CDMA systems with multiclass ON-OFF traffic. However, they considered a single cell environment and extended to a multiple cell environment by assuming that total other cell interference was a known and fixed variable. Kim and Sung [14] calculated the capacity of an MC-CDMA system in which total other cell interference was assumed to be a constant weighting factor times the average home-user's power received at a base station (BS).
This study extends the analysis in [14] for a system with SIR-based power control in [8] . The reverse link capacity is estimated for an MC-CDMA system in a multiple cell environment in terms of the admissible region. Heterogeneous ON-OFF and CBR traffic are considered and capacities in single and multiple cell environments are compared.
Section II reviews the relationship between the moment statistics of total other cell interference and the received power of a single type of traffic in [8] . Section III obtains the reverse-link capacity of an MC-CDMA system with SIR-based power control in a heterogeneous CBR traffic environment and Section IV considers a heterogeneous ON-OFF traffic environment. Section V shows numerical examples for an investigation of the effects of traffic and propagation parameters. Finally, Section VI gives conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARY
In [8] , the relationship between received power at a BS and total other cell interference from users who are power-controlled by other BS's was derived for a single type of traffic. In a multiple-cell CDMA system, a mobile station (MS) is power-controlled by the BS with the greatest pilot signal strength to the MS. This BS is called the home BS of the given MS. Fig. 1 shows a simple cell placement which is widely used in cellular systems. The zeroth cell and other cells in the first and second tiers are shown in Fig. 1 . The path loss is generally assumed to be proportional to where is the distance from an MS to its home BS and is a Gaussian random variable with standard deviation 8 dB and mean 0. Let and denote the distances from an MS to its home BS and the zeroth BS, respectively. Other cell interference at the zeroth BS is expressed as (1) where is the received power at the home BS. The term is the path loss to the zeroth BS and the term is the effect of power control required to compensate for attenuation to its home BS. In a strength-based power control system [5] , is a constant regardless of changes in the number of active users and in total other cell interference. However, in an SIR-based power control system is a function of the number of active home users and total other cell interference. If it is assumed that the maximum received power is limited to , then is a random variable in the range of [0, ]. Since and are assumed to be mutually independent, the difference has a zero mean and a variance of . The value should be less than unity because attenuation to the home cell is least in power control systems.
Assuming a uniform density of users and normalizing the hexagonal cell radius to unity, the user density is given by per unit area where is the number of users per cell. Then, the total other cell interference can be expressed as [5] (
where if or otherwise and is the index for the cell site and is given by (3) is an indicator function which shows that MS's satisfying are excluded in the calculation of because their home cell is not the th cell but the zeroth cell. For simplicity the smallest distance is used rather than the smallest attenuation described in (3) (4) This causes a slight increase in the moment statistics of [5] .
A Gaussian model is considered for . Assuming that the received power , the distances, and the shadowing are mutually independent, the mean of , can be expressed as [8] 
where . This approximation arises from an interchange of expectation and integral, as well as an assumption of mutual independence among , the distances, and the shadowing. Then, can be simply rewritten as (6) where is given as
and . Referring to [8] , the variance of , can be approximated as (8) This can be simplified as (9) where and are expressed as
The values , , and can be numerically obtained. Thus, the relationship between moment statistics of and can be derived. The variables , , and will be denoted as , , and , respectively. The values of , , and depend only on and , and are independent of the traffic type. , , and can be numerically obtained by considering the first and second tiers. For and 8 dB, , , and .
III. HETEROGENEOUS CBR TRAFFIC
Heterogeneous CBR traffic is considered in an MC-CDMA system. A type source requires codes, and the received power of a type source is assumed to be a random variable. can be expressed as , where is a random variable with a probability density function (pdf) of . The required of a type source is set at .
of type sources, , should be greater than or equal to for normal operation. It can be expressed, with perfect power control, as [11] , [14] (12) where number of accepted type sources; basic data rate; chip rate; background noise. Since reverse link is more likely to limit the capacity of CDMA systems than forward link, is considered on the reverse link. The definition in (12) is based on a Gaussian density approximation to evaluate bit error probability in an asynchronous binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)-modulated DS-CDMA system when an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process and rectangular chip waveforms are assumed [15] , [16] .
can be used as a QoS measure and the required may be determined by considering bit error probability and error correction code, such as forward error correction (FEC) and automatic-repeat-request (ARQ).
A. Calculation of
In an MC-CDMA system, can be expressed as (13) where is the user density of type . A Gaussian model is adopted for total other cell interference of type ,
. If shadowing and received powers of differently-located mobiles are assumed to be mutually independent regardless of traffic type, then is a sum of independent Gaussian random variables. Letting and be the mean and variance of , the mean ( ) and variance ( ) of can be expressed as (14) (15) From (6) and (9), and can be approximated as:
Thus, (14) and (15) can be rewritten as
B. Calculation of and
Assuming all users are power controlled to maintain a minimum power satisfying the required , the received powers are given as [11] , [14] (20) (21) . . . for all . In (24), the term indicates system capacity in terms of a type 1 user and the term inside the square blanket indicates the equivalent number of type 1 users.
If the following relations are assumed for simplicity:
then (18) and (19) can be rewritten as
If the required power is higher than or less than zero, the system enters an outage state. It is assumed that the received power is assumed to be controlled to be zero in an outage state, which reduces interference to other users due to users being in an outage state. From (20), has a truncated Gaussian distribution and its cumulative distribution function (cdf), is given as (28) where and . and denote the probabilities that is below zero and exceeds , respectively. These probabilities are given as Then, the first and second moments of are obtained as
Using (26), (27), (29), and (30), and can be obtained by a recursive method [8] .
C. Calculation of Outage Probability
System capacity can now be obtained in terms of an admissible set of users keeping outage probability less than or equal to a threshold. In a CBR traffic environment, the system enters an outage state if has a negative value. Thus, system capacity is bounded by the condition of . In an SIR-based power control system, the outage probability of a type user with a condition of , can be defined as 
where is the maximum allowable outage probability of a type user. System capacity may be differently determined according to traffic type and the value of . Without the assumption of (25), the analysis may be complicated and tedious but it is straightforward to obtain the capacity.
The relationships given in (26) and (27) in Section III, and given in (33) and (34) in Section IV, are also obtained by simulation in the zeroth cell, as shown in Fig. 1 under a radio propagation environment of and 8 dB. It is assumed that users are uniformly distributed in the cell. From this simulation, it is noted that is slightly underestimated, but the approximated equations can be used for the relationships between the moment statistics of and .
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The capacity of an MC-CDMA system is obtained by considering two cases. n the first case only CBR traffic is accommodated in the system. In the second case CBR traffic and ON-OFF traffic are mixed. Table I shows the system parameters which are assumed in numerical examples. Type 1 users are considered to be voice users and type 2 users are video users.
From [8] , it is noted that the system capacity is the same in a single cell environment irrespective of the adopted power control scheme but differs in a multiple cell environment according to the adopted power control scheme. Since we extensively compared the two power control schemes for various system parameters in [8] , we in this paper focus on the single and multiple cell systems. Fig. 3 shows the boundaries of admissible regions in a single cell system and a multiple cell system when the system accom- modates two types of CBR traffic source. In a single cell environment, there is no other cell interference. Thus, the admissible region of a single cell system is given by satisfying the following conditions:
A. Mixture of Two CBR Traffic Source
and The admissible region of a multiple cell system is reduced to approximately 34% of a single cell system. Table II shows the statistics of when the numbers of admitted users of each type ( , ) are (0, 4) and (21, 1). A video user's signal is received at a home BS at a times higher power level than a voice user's signal. As more users are accommodated in a system, may be reduced by statistical multiplexing of each other-cell user's interference because different other-cell users may transmit at different power levels and their signals may be differently faded. For compared with , a smaller value of compensates for a larger value of to keep at a constant value. Hence, only four video calls yield of approximately 0.07 when there is no voice call, but 21 voice calls are required to keep of approximately 0.07 if there is a single video call.
B. Mixture of CBR and ON-OFF Traffic Sources
The system is now assumed to accommodate CBR and ON-OFF traffic sources. A CBR traffic source can be considered as a special case of ON-OFF traffic source with . Fig. 4 shows the outage probability of a single cell system versus the number of users for and 10 dB. Since a video user affects the interference more than a voice user, the slope is steeper as more video users are accommodated in a system. Fig. 5 shows the boundaries of admissible regions satisfying and in Fig. 4 . rapidly increases as the number of video users increases. Hence the admissible region is slightly affected by a change of the maximum admissible outage probability for a large number of video users. A change of causes a larger effect on the number of admissible voice users as the number of admitted video users decreases.
The boundaries of admissible regions satisfying are described in Fig. 6 for both single and multiple cell systems. The number of accommodatable voice users increases due to ON-OFF characteristic compared with in Fig. 3 .
The statistics of are shown in Fig. 7 . In an SIR-based power control system, the power level is more frequently controlled to be zero as increases. Since a decrease due to this power control overwhelms the increase due to an increase in power level, the mean and variance of increases and then decreases as the number of users increases. For example, in Fig. 8 . Reducing from 4 to 2 also approximately doubles the admissible region, as shown in Fig. 9 . The ratio of the maximum admissible number of video users in a multiple cell system to the maximum admissible number of video users in a single cell system is compared for . For and 10 dB, the ratio is 0.5 but it increases to 0.6 for and 7 dB. Thus, for larger values of and , system capacity is degraded more in a multiple cell environment than a single cell environment.
The boundary slopes of admissible regions in a single cell environment are different from a multiple cell environment. First, is larger in a CBR traffic environment than in an ON-OFF traffic environment and the reduction is also larger for larger values of and . (The phenomenon of different capacity reduction in different traffic environments was described in [8] .) Second, the boundary slopes in a single cell environment are convex by statistical multiplexing of ON-OFF users. However, the slopes are almost linear in a multiple cell environment due to multiplexing of other-cell users' interference. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The reverse link capacity was derived for an MC-CDMA system supporting heterogeneous CBR and heterogeneous ON-OFF traffic in a multiple cell environment by adopting a Gaussian model for other cell interference. In an SIR-based power control system, power level, other cell interference, and the number of active users are closely related to one another. Thus, these relationships were approximately derived and recursive calculations were used to obtain system capacity. The system capacity was obtained for different values of and , and was also compared with the case in a single cell environment. The effects of the maximum allowable outage probability and propagation parameters were investigated along with the number of users of each traffic type. The system capacity was largely affected by as well as . When the system accommodates a mixture of CBR and ON-OFF traffic sources, the boundary slopes of admissible regions in a single cell environment are different from the slopes of a multiple cell environment due to the following three factors: First, capacity reduction due to other cell interference is larger in a CBR traffic environment than in an ON-OFF traffic environment. Second, capacity reduction is also larger for larger values of and . Finally, the slopes are nearly linear in a multiple cell environment due to statistical multiplexing of other-cell users' interference.
Perfect power control is assumed in this analysis. However, system performance may be degraded due to various factors, such as estimation errors of power and , power control loop delay, and power control bit error. This performance degradation will be investigated in a further study. The dependence of the propagation losses to two different BS's from a mobile will also be under consideration for more realistic analysis.
